Indicator Fuse Boards

P95

P95 is a simple fuse holder with screw-terminal connections for the cables in from your electronic
speed controller and the outputs to your motor. It has the additional feature of a bi-colour LED,
which gives a visual indication of the direction of the current from the ESC. The drawing below
shows the layout of the components which you should follow if you have purchased the kit
version. Connections and suggested wiring diagrams are shown overleaf.
If the LED glows RED when the motor is going forward (assuming you require it to glow GREEN,
that is….) then simply reverse the two wires from the ESC into the P95. Note that the LED does not
glow when the motor is stopped.
When calculating the value of fuses you should NEVER fit a fuse whose value exceeds that of the
speed controller's maximum continuous current rating e.g for a Condor P79 10A ESC, the fuse for a
single board installation should be 10A or less. Example 2 shows a twin-motor installation using
one ESC for two motors, wired in parallel. In this case the fuses should be rated at HALF of the
ESC's maximum current rating. The overall maximum rating of the P95 is 25A per board.
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